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What would HB 1262 do?

Make the Left Lane of any roadway that has 

three or more lanes with a speed limit of 

55 mph or higher a passing only lane



Why Pass HB 1262?

 Driver Safety!

 Less 

Fatalities

 Safer 

Highways 

 Keep slow 

drivers out of 

the fast lane

1http://www.mva.maryland.gov/safety/mhso/Benchmark-Reports/StatewideBR-17July13-18.pdf

As of July 13, 20181

http://www.mva.maryland.gov/safety/mhso/Benchmark-Reports/StatewideBR-17July13-18.pdf


Slow Drivers in the Left Lane

 New research shows that two 

cars riding side-by-side going 

the same speed can result in 

major traffic buildups.1

 The more congestion there is, 

the higher risk of crashes 

occurring.

 Slow drivers in the left lane 

force motorists who want to 

pass to pass on the right and to 

dart around traffic to move 

forward.

1https://yellowhammernews.com/move-alabama-reasons-stay-left-lane/

https://yellowhammernews.com/move-alabama-reasons-stay-left-lane/


How Does Committing the Left Lane for 

Purely Passing help?

By having a committed 

lane for passing it allows 

drivers to safely pass 

those whom are driving 

slower



Road Rage Is An Issue

 “Those who stake out 

permanent positions in the 

left lane tend to provoke 

other cars to drive faster, 

often giving them no other 

choice but the dangerous 

strategy of passing on the 

right.” 

- Lauren Fix, Forbes Magazine 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/laurenfix/2018/04/12/hogging-the-left-lane-will-cost-you/#4e2633f8827d



Aggressive Driving Behaviors make up 

the Majority of Fatal Crashes in the U.S

1

1 https://www.iii.org/fact-statistic/facts-statistics-highway-safety

https://www.iii.org/fact-statistic/facts-statistics-highway-safety


How Would It Be Enforced?

 The law would be a secondary offense

 A civil citation would be issued for violations



Educating Drivers 

 This years bill focusing heavily on educating drivers

 The State Hwy Administration would be required to 

educate drivers about the new policy by:

 Placing and maintaining signs at regular intervals on 

appropriate highways

 Using the Dynamic Message Sign System located throughout 

the state



Other States

 Maryland is one of only a 

few states that allows 

drivers to use the left lane 

other than for passing

 Maryland should join with 

other states in relieving 

congestion and promoting 

driver safety

1https://jalopnik.com/left-lane-passing-laws-a-state-by-

state-map-5501615

https://jalopnik.com/left-lane-passing-laws-a-state-by-state-map-5501615


Be Courteous 

 It is courteous to move over into the right lanes when you 

do not have an immediate reason to be in the left lane.

 By allowing other to pass, and helping relieve congestion, 

drivers will experience a more pleasant and more efficient 

drive



By passing HB 1262 as 

amended, we will be voting 

to create safer interstates, 

reduce congestion, and 

encourage more courteous 

driving



Please Vote Favorably For 

HB 1262 As Amended 

Questions?


